The proposed development looks to transition
between the scale of the church and the residential
neighbourhood.

Initial studies were carried out based on the
proposed use and surrounding context. This was
then modelled up in 3D form to see how it would sit
in its context.
Massing and height implications were initially tested
in a range of eye-level pedestrian views. In
conjunction with the planning authority, a suite of
key views were identified which formed the basis of
much of the design development which followed
and which is documented in subsequent chapters.

The section line above demonstrates the residential scale to the North and South of the site.

Height Reducing

Massing / height

This suggested massing demonstrates:
The building divided into different parts
• 2-4 storey neighbouring to the church
• 5 storey multi storey carpark
• 6 storey central body
• 2-3 storey fingers opposite the residential

The red lines demonstrates the concept of how the design of the building could potentially address the scale of the
neighbours by stepping its massing and height towards the perimeters of the site.

Variation in the buildings heights help break down the
overall perception of the building mass and integrate
it with the immediate street context

Height Reducing

The nearby building heights and orientation
informed the approach to the proposed massing
for the building. The building steps up in height
from north to south.
The massing is also informed by the orientation of
the site, working to address the surrounding scale
while opening up to provide a human and
welcoming scale with courtyards. The views
opposite demonstrate the potential number of
floors and reflect what has been discussed with
Coventry City Council at pre app stage.

Note : Numerous height and building massing
options were tabled at the Design Meetings and
following further consultation with the planners
a new strategy was developed to adjust the
massing to provide a more domestic scale.

The red shaded block suggests potential massing form that the building may take.
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Initial Design Form / Arrangement Response

The original form of the building was generated in
response to:
• the shape of the site
• orientation
• utilise existing access point
• retain boundary perimeter planting
• provision of surface car parking
• active / retail at ground floor
• provision of a multi-storey car park
• pedestrian accessibility around the site
1 Retain existing access, provide active / retail frontage and surface car parking

3 Student accommodation with courtyards provided.

2 Multi storey car park added to offset existing parking numbers

4 Suggested rationalisation of the uses and green wall added in front of multi
storey car park
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Response to Pre App Discussions with Coventry City
Council Planning Department
Following a series of pre app meetings with Coventry
City Council Planning Department in early to mid 2018 with appropriate invited specialists inputing
where required e.g roads and urban designer.
The first meeting with the planners was used to identify
the aspirations and establish the potential use for the
site while presenting initial layouts and suggested
massing. Following constructive feedback
amendments were made to the scheme.
Subsequent meetings with the planners clarified the
overall massing and form of the scheme and
discussions progressed to understand the potential
look and how the scheme will integrate with the
surrounding area and community.
In this proposal the orientation of the building enables
courtyards between the student accommodation and
Squires Way.
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